
With Sales Cloud, the Cloudideas team helped Bewotec’s sales
teams set their real-world processes to match that of Salesforce.

Cloudideas trained the Bewotec team on using Sales Cloud
properly so that they could get the most out of the tool on their
own.

Cloudideas then translated Bewotec’s logic into Salesforce’s logic
so that everyone in the sales team had united visibility in the
pipeline of possible deals.

This was a massive jump for folks at Bewotec’s sales team who
were used to scribbling their deal details manually on a
whiteboard behind the sales manager's desk!

Implementing Sales Cloud brought unified visibility, transparency,
and process clarity for everyone in the team.

APPENDIX: SOLUTIONS CLOUDIDEAS 
 IMPLEMENTED AT BEWOTEC

Cloudideas implemented three Salesforce solutions for Bewotec—
Service cloud, Sales Cloud, and Community Cloud.

Within those, Cloudideas ran several projects to help
Bewotec achieve their goals.

01 Sales Cloud implementation for better process 
transparency
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Sales Cloud for
the Sales team
Bewotec
Academy
Onboarding
process
CSAT Survey
Service Cloud
for the support
team
Live Agent for
the website

Solutions:



To help Bewotec improve their product adoption among the
customers, Cloudideas helped to set up Salesforce for the
Bewotec Academy to offer training sessions for travel
agencies in order to help them use myJack better.

For instance, if there were any tax-related regulation changes
in their region, the travel agencies could simply consult the
academy to change the tax calculations in myJack. 

When myJack customers signed-up for one of Bewotec
Academy sessions, Salesforce allowed Bewotec team to do
the following tasks in Salesforce:

Cloudideas used Visualforce, an automated framework to build
customizable user interfaces, to create a better onboarding
experience for first-time myJack customers.

It replaced Bewotec’s slow process of manually filling and
sending onboarding questionnaires. 

Visualforce automated the entire process and freed up agents’
time.

For security, Cloudideas used Salesforce Communities to add
an additional layer of authentication and limit the link’s access
to users going through the onboarding.

02 The launch of Bewotec Academy for better
product adoption

Schedule and conduct online training sessions

View all the registrations in one place

Send session invitations and reminders

View the session attendees

03 Setting up a smooth onboarding process with
Salesforce
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I have been
working with
Salesforce for 1 ½
years and I am still
totally excited
about it! 

Thanks to the
intuitive design of
Salesforce, I can
create individual
reports that
support me in my
sales job.

- Alexandra
Biermann, Sales
Assistant 



04 CSAT survey for creating a direct feedback 
loop

Cloudideas created an online CSAT (customer satisfaction)
survey to help Bewotec create a direct feedback loop with
their customers.

This allowed the customers to voice their satisfaction or
dissatisfaction, while Bewotec could mine that data to
improve the quality of the customer interaction.
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05 Service Cloud implementation to improve
support team collaboration

Cloudideas helped Bewotec’s support team set up the
knowledge base and trained them to handle customer cases
in Service Cloud.

Before Service Cloud, the KPI (key performance indicators) for
customer service agents’ was based on the number of tickets
each agent closed.This changed after implementing the
Service Cloud solution. 

Cloudideas suggested the agents share their knowledge on
each ticket they closed so that it would build into a collective
knowledge for the entire team.After the implementation,
Bewotec also changed its ticket queuing system to
automatically assign tickets to the right agents.

06 Automated chat for contextual bot-to-agent
handoff

Cloudideas implemented a Live Agent—an online chat widget
—on Bewotec’s website.

The Live Agent acted as a “hallway bot”—it asked basic
questions such as name, issue number, customer ID to
website visitors who wanted to chat with an agent.

This helped Bewotec’s service agents to see the customer
information on their dashboard right away once they opened
the chat interface.

In the Bewotec
Academy
customers are
now
automatically
getting the
access data from
us. 

Without
CloudIdeas we
would have still
been in a stone
age and would
have had to send
individual emails
to all customers.
Such as  big help.

- Jörg
Honemann,
Head of Academy
Travel Agency
Software.


